PLUS

How employers' evolving needs are driving new
solutions in Recruitment Process Outsourcing

A free tool to help you assess
which type of RPO solution is
best for your business needs.

NE W SOLUTIONS IN RECRUITMENT PROCESS OUT SOURCING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While many businesses find RPO an effective means of
capturing quality talent, others are finding it's not flexible
or agile enough to keep up with their business's dynamic
needs. It's time to find a better way.
MSH Talent Solutions created Program RPO to help every
business realize the benefits of RPO. Our project-based
solution allows us to deliver top talent on an as-needed
basis, reducing the inefficiencies and extraneous cost that
can result from a more traditional contract.
Read on to learn more about Program RPO, and use our
quick assessment tool to determine which type of RPO
solution might be best for your business needs.
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THE SITUATION
It’s no secret that recruitment needs are on the rise.

unemployment is at a
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The Wall Street Journal notes that “For every job opening in America, there’s now
barely more than one unemployed person available to take it.” 3
Such scenarios mean that traditional Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) services
should be on the rise, but instead, we’re seeing stagnation. Staffing Industry Analysts
(SIA) recently referred to the engagement of RPO services as “stale and flat” 4, noting
that RPO use had increased by just 4 percentage points in the last five years. That’s a
much lower rate than other technologies and services in the staffing industry.

If the need for efficient and effective recruitment practices
are on the rise, why isn’t RPO engagement on the rise with it?

What we know as “traditional RPO” simply hasn’t evolved as much as other staffing
industry services. While many employers like the freedom, focus, and cost savings that
using an RPO provides, others are finding that it is not flexible, agile or, customizable
enough for their business. For employers with hiring needs that are more dynamic
and/or cyclical, or those with seasonal peaks or less predictable business surges, a
traditional RPO can mean paying for support they don’t need during lulls and being
short-staffed during peaks. Technology is also a factor. The explosion of social media
and new developments in areas such as machine learning and artificial intelligence
are making candidates more accessible than ever before, leaving some businesses to
question the need for outsourced recruiting altogether.
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SO HOW CAN
COMPANIES TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF
TRADITIONAL RPO
BENEFITS IN TODAY’S
BUSINESS CLIMATE AND
LABOR MARKET?
The trick would be leveraging those benefits during times
they are most in need, but also avoiding the expense
during times they are unnecessary. A more project or
program-based RPO could be the answer.
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PROGRAM RPO DEFINED
Program RPO is a project-based solution designed for
companies who need help sourcing and identifying candidates
with unique skill sets for a specific initiative or period of time.

A FLEXIBLE ALTERNATIVE
Instead of paying a set fee for a set amount of service on an ongoing basis, regardless
of need or use, Program RPO delivers high-quality, niche candidates on an as-needed
basis. Services can be ramped up or down on demand, giving your business just what
it needs for as long as you need it. And that’s all you pay for. It’s all the RPO benefits,
but with maximum business flexibility.
Program RPO is ideal for helping organizations manage both unexpected and
expected hiring needs, such as those associated with new business growth, product
launches, acquisitions, or any other initiative that requires a sudden in-flux of talent. It
can take the place of short-term recruiter engagements or a traditional long-term RPO
agreement that doesn’t easily shift to meet your needs.
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A TAILOR-MADE TALENT SOLUTION
It's a customizable and flexible talent solution that allows your recruitment partner
to act as an extension of your in-house talent acquisition team. Just like traditional
RPO, Program RPO supports specific aspects of the recruiting process, such as:

üü Candidate sourcing
üü Interview logistics
üü Candidate screening
üü Onboarding
üü Onsite presence
üü Reporting
üü Candidate experience
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üü Service Level Agreement
(SLA) adherence for
providers and hiring
managers
üü Job marketing through
social channels
üü Brand messaging
and employee value
proposition
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RESULTS

PROGRAM RPO
IN ACTION
Blackstone Group, a leading New York-based private equity firm, was rapidly growing
with strong financial results and aggressive additions to its investment portfolio. That
growth meant the firm needed to quickly quadruple the number of new hires for its
Innovations/Tech group. It had been using a contingent staffing agency for occasional
hiring over the past year that was not equipped to ramp up recruitment efforts.
The firm turned to MSH Talent Solutions to help them design an integrated Program
RPO that would streamline its interview, feedback, and onboarding procedures,
making the hiring process faster and more efficient. The Program RPO model also kept
Blackstone from getting tied into a contract that would continue incurring cost far
beyond the time it was needed.
MSH implemented a procedure to judge candidates’ technical skills, while making
branding and messaging more consistent. This ensured top-quality candidates, while
leaner processes and effective tracking/reporting reduced time-to-fill by several weeks.

delivery

-12% 25+
agency fees

new hires

Learn more: www.talentmsh.com/Our-Results/Blackstone
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RPO ASSESSMENT TOOL
WHAT RPO MODEL IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

The following questions can help you assess which type of RPO solution is best for your
business needs, and help you start a conversation with staffing providers and/or internal
teams. If you answer YES more often than not, Program RPO might be right for you!
QUESTION

YES

NO

Is your business newer and looking for a
longer-term established hiring process?
Is your business approaching a hiring
spike and in need of an immediate solution?
Are you hiring for a new location
or locations?
Do you have a great talent acquisition
team in place, but need to augment or
supplement their workload?
Is your business going through a multi-year
growth trajectory (projected or actual)?
Are you looking to create a sustained
talent pipeline?
Are you interested in an RPO solution, but
don't want to make a long-term commitment?
Are you looking to establish an employee
value proposition?
Are you looking to adopt and integrate new
technologies across your organization?
Do you need a hiring process assessment
and enhancement?
Are you recruiting for seasonal hiring needs?
Do you have a defined hiring duration and/or
timeline and need answers quickly?
Are you looking to outsource
recruitment altogether?

TOTAL CHECKS
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Ready to learn more
about Program RPO,
and find out it can help
you meet your business
objectives more
efficiently?

CONTACT THE EXPERTS:
www.talentmsh.com/Contact

OR VISIT US AT:
www.talentmsh.com/OurSolutions/Program-RPO
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Corey is a Director of Client Services at MSH Talent Solutions. With more than seven
years of experience in the talent acquisition space, Corey specializes in building and
maintaining relationships with Fortune 500 companies, and connecting them with the
executive search, permanent placement, RPO, and IT staffing solutions that will help
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Tomas Layrisse
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in talent acquisition and RPO solutions. Over the course of his five years at MSH, Tomas
has served as an on-site talent management leader for multiple RPO clients, and today
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ABOUT MSH
MSH is an industry-leading talent solutions firm, providing strategic talent acquisition
and consulting services to organizations around the world. Established in 2011,
MSH aligns people, processes, and technology with overall business objectives.
For more specific information on how our full suite of Integrated Talent Services can
help meet your talent and business needs, http://www.talentmsh.com/Our-Solutions/
Integrated-Talent-Services or call our HQ at 954.621.3400.

www.TalentMSH.com
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